"TRIPLEM": A Multifunction Dining Table for The Minimalist Kitchen

Abstract Nowadays, the reduction of land housing makes most of Indonesian people have a minimalist house. In addition, the use of minimalist home and kitchen become more popular. Minimalist kitchen equipment is using minimalist equipment size which can comply the needs in the kitchen, so it also takes a multifunction equipments. TRIPLEM is a multifunctional table that answers all the problems. TRIPLEM has two types. As a dining table, TRIPLEM-A also has a range of facilities including the kitchen sink complete with boxes of laundry soap, while TRIPLEM-B has stove, storage facilities and a place dispensing food. Both types have a plate and glass racks, storage racks, and bins. TRIPLEM design begins with the collection of data about the standard size of a dining table and minimalist kitchen. the general standard of kitchen and the price of some kitchen equipment. Based on the results of people acceptance questionnaire, TRIPLEM is a practical, unique and in accordance with the minimalist kitchen. TRIPLEM patent applications have been made for the originality design. Product segmentation of this table is the middle class and above. After marketed, the table is expected to provide many benefits and simplify kitchen work.
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